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Abstract 

While indirect methods are increasingly widely used to measure sensitive behaviors such as intimate 
partner violence in order to minimize social desirability biases in responses, in developing countries the 
use of more complex indirect questioning methods raises important questions around how individuals 
will react to the use of a more unusual and complex question structure.  This paper presents evidence 
from a list experiment measuring multiple forms of intimate partner violence within an extremely poor 
sample of women in rural Ethiopia.   We find that the list experiment does not generate estimates of 
intimate partner violence that are higher than direct response questions; rather, prevalence estimates 
using the list experiment are lower vis-à-vis prevalence estimates using the direct reports, and  
sometimes even negative.  We interpret this finding as consistent with “fleeing” behavior by  
respondents who do not wish to be associated with statements associated with intimate partner 
violence. 
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1. Introduction 
Intimate partner violence (IPV) is a major global health challenge and is associated with a range of 
physical and psychological consequences for women and their families (Campbell, 2002; Devries et al., 
2013; Ellsberg et al., 2008).  Designing appropriate policies to reduce IPV requires high-quality data on 
its prevalence.  However, measurement of sensitive and socially sanctioned behaviors such as IPV is 
challenging, typically entailing substantial investments in appropriate field protocols.  Accordingly, 
researchers and policymakers hypothesize that underreporting of violence may remain significant, 
particularly in low-income settings where social norms can entail a normalization of intimate partner 
violence and a critical view toward women who report this behavior to outsiders. 

In light of these challenges, field research in public health and economics has increasingly explored the 
use of list experiments and other indirect methods to measure IPV in large-scale surveys.1   A list 
experiment is a strategy employed to measure the prevalence of a sensitive behavior (in this case, IPV) 
in a large sample, by randomizing respondents to receive a “control” list of non-sensitive “baseline” 
statements, or a “treatment” list including the baseline list and a statement capturing the sensitive 
behavior; respondents specify the number of statements that are true, and the difference in response 
means between the control and treatment groups allows the researcher to infer the prevalence of the 
sensitive behavior.2  Importantly, this method does not require respondents to individually identify 
themselves as experiencing IPV.  If social desirability bias meaningfully constrains respondents from 
directly reporting violence, the list experiment will then generate higher (and presumably more accurate 
estimates) of the sensitive behavior (Hinsley et al., 2019).  

In this paper, we report on a large-scale survey conducted in rural Ethiopia that used standard direct 
elicitation methods as well as multiple list experiments to measure the prevalence of different 
dimensions of IPV (emotional, physical and sexual).  Given that some forms of IPV may be more 
acceptable than others across settings, underreporting of IPV may depend on the type of violence. We 
find that the estimated rate of IPV using direct elicitation is low relative to other nationwide surveys; 
however, there is no evidence that the list experiment is effective in eliciting higher rates of IPV vis-à-vis 
the use of direct elicitation methods.   Estimates of prevalence constructed using the list experiment are 
generally lower than the estimated prevalence using direct reporting methods (though the differences 
are not statistically significant), and in some cases are negative, especially for more sensitive forms of 
violence.    

We interpret the low and even negative prevalence estimates constructed using the list experiment as 
evidence of respondents “fleeing” from concurrence with the IPV-linked item when presented with a list 
including this item.  Perhaps due to lack of comprehension, respondents in fact seem more averse to 
associating themselves with IPV in a list experiment question than in a direct elicitation question.  In 
addition, the “fleeing” response is more meaningful for more sensitive forms of IPV, for respondents 
who are characterized by high self-efficacy, and for control lists that do not include other sensitive 
items. 

Relative to the existing literature, our results are in fact consistent with a growing body of evidence 
suggesting that list experiments may not be uniformly effective for measurement of IPV in developing 
country contexts, though the evidence pattern is mixed.  An analysis of a household survey conducted in 

 
1 Hinsley et al. (2019) provides an overview of this literature. 
2 In some contexts, list experiments are described as item count methods. 
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Kerala, India used both direct reports and list experiments to collect data about lifetime experience of 
physical IPV, as well as physical harassment on public transportation.  For IPV, indirect response 
methods generated a significantly higher estimated prevalence rate, while for physical harassment, the 
pattern was inverted (Joseph et al., 2017).  Two other papers in Peru and in Ethiopia found similar 
prevalence rates of IPV when estimated with list experiments and direct questions (Agüero & Frisancho, 
2021; Kotsadam & Villanger, 2019).  In contrast, other recent papers found list experiments generated 
higher estimates of reported IPV vis-à-vis direct methods in Sri Lanka, Vietnam, Rwanda, Nigeria, Burkina 
Faso  (Bulte & Lensink, 2019;  Cullen, 2020; Lépine et al., 2020; Traunmuller et al., 2018). We contribute 
to this literature by focusing on three types of violence, emotional, physical, and sexual, and find no 
difference in prevalence across list or direct reports.  

The evidence base is similarly mixed for measurement of other sensitive health and social behaviors.3  
The generally weaker performance of list experiments in these domains may reflect the salience of 
challenges that have been identified; in particular, the use of list experiments is valid only under certain 
assumptions that include no design, floor or ceiling effects, discussed in further detail below (Blair & 
Imai, 2012).  List experiments also generate less precise estimates relative to direct elicitation methods, 
require large samples, and are generally not effective for the measurement of very rare behaviors given 
limited precision (Hinsley et al., 2019).  Moreover, participants may not trust the list experiment and 
comprehension among low-literacy populations may be a challenge (Chuang et al., 2021; Hinsley et al., 
2019). Given the anonymity in respondent behavior, the use of list experiment data to evaluate 
heterogeneity in the prevalence of the behavior with respect to other characteristics is also limited (Blair 
& Imai, 2012). In conjunction with the existing literature, our results suggest that more caution may be 
warranted in using list experiments to measure IPV and/or other sensitive behaviors in a developing 
country context, and we further show what respondent and list characteristics may lead to the 
breakdown of the list performance. 

2. Survey design and sample 
a. Survey design 

We conducted a survey experiment between July and October 2019 in the regions of Oromia and 
Amhara, Ethiopia to test whether direct reporting or the list method was more effective at eliciting 
women’s reports of IPV.4  The base sample includes 4,062 rural households in 193 kebeles (subdistricts) 
in 13 woredas (districts) in these two regions, sampled as part of a larger evaluation. 

Approximately 55 percent of women interviewed were randomized to receive the list questions, with 
the remaining 45 percent randomized to receive only direct report questions (no list questions).  
Randomization was conducted with stratification at the woreda level, and was implemented by the 
research team for the full sample list prior to the launch of the survey.  Those who were randomly 

 
3 Other papers have shown that list experiments do not generate relatively higher estimates of prevalence (vis-à-vis direct 
questions) for HIV status (Haber et al., 2018), condom use and sexual activity (Chong et al., 2020), and abortion (Bell & Bishai, 
2019; Chuang et al., 2021; Moseson et al., 2017), and there is only weak evidence the experiment generates differentially 
higher reporting of female genital mutilation (De Cao & Lutz, 2018) and multiple sexual partners (Chuang et al., 2021).   List 
experiments were effective for eliciting higher reports of abortions in Liberia (Moseson et al., 2015), and lower estimates of 
prevalence of condom use among female sex workers in Senegal, correcting a presumed overreporting (Treibich & Lépine, 
2019).  This is in contrast to the political science literature, where list experiments are generally more effective than direct 
elicitation in generating accurate reports of sensitive behaviors (Blair et al., 2020).  
4 The survey experiment was part of a larger randomized control trial to estimate the impact of a livelihood and nutrition 
intervention on multiple outcomes including women’s well-being. 
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assigned to receive the list questions were further randomized into one of four groups: group A received 
the list questions for emotional violence; group B received the list questions for physical violence; group 
C received the list questions for sexual violence; and Group D received the control list.  

All respondents randomized to receive the list questions were exposed to three different control lists 
composed of 4 statements (full text of the list questions is provided in Appendix 1).  The fifth statement 
depended on the randomized group. For example, those in treatment group A, received the three 
control lists, each with an additional statement related to emotional violence.  The control lists were 
generally comprised of standard questions probing whether or not the respondent engaged in activities 
that were non-controversial, but also relatively infrequent: e.g., attending a wedding, traveling to visit a 
friend, or attending a funeral.  However, two of the three control lists (list one and list two) also included 
one relatively sensitive question: list one posed a question about whether the respondent was familiar 
with a case of forced marriage, and list two posed a question about whether the respondent knew of a 
friend or relative’s daughter forced to undergo female genital mutilation.  List three, however, included 
no sensitive items.   

The selection of control items was guided by recommendations in the literature: in particular, control 
items should be selected such that few respondents would respond affirmatively or negatively to all 
items in the list, thus avoiding one form of ceiling or floor effects in which many respondents respond 
affirmatively or negatively to all list items (Blair & Imai, 2012).  In addition, the inclusion of some 
relatively sensitive items in the control list, even if posed with reference to members of the community 
or other contacts, serves to “camouflage” the researcher’s intent in measuring IPV, a strategy 
recommended in the literature (Chuang et al., 2021). 

All eligible women regardless of whether or not they received the list questions were additionally 
administered the direct IPV questions from the gold standard modified conflict tactic scale – as collected 
in the 2016 Ethiopia DHS. These questions included the three types of violence (emotional, physical and 
sexual) included in the list questions.  

Our analysis also draws on data about other respondent characteristics.  This includes the respondent’s 
age and education; a score on the new general self-efficacy scale, a question that uses a ladder image to 
assess the relative degree of control that respondents report over their own lives5; and whether the 
respondent concurs that IPV can be justified in any one of a series of specified scenarios (if a woman 
goes out with telling her husband, neglects her children, argues with her husband, burns the food, or 
refuses to have sex with her husband). 

b. Sample 
The sample analyzed in this paper is the 55 percent of women who were randomized to receive both the 
list and the direct response IPV questions.   The remaining 45% were, based on the original experimental 
design, randomized to receive only the direct response questions and were not targeted for the list 
experiments.6   Of the 2,122 households randomized into the LIST group, 2,083 included a successfully 
completed interview of a woman (Figure 1). Further, to be eligible to be administered both the list and 

 
5 The specific question is worded as follows: Please imagine a ten-step ladder, where on the bottom, the first step, are those 
who are totally unable to change their lives, while on step 10, the highest step, stand those who have full control over their 
own life. On which step are you?   Respondents specify a value between one and ten. 
6 There was also a separate coding error in which a subset of these 45% were not in fact administered the direct response 
module, but this error is not relevant to the list experiment analysis conducted here. 
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direct response IPV questions, women had to be living with their husbands/partners in the last 13 
months and be alone or with a child less than 36 months at the time of the interview. Among the 2,083 
list respondents, 1757 (or 84 percent) were living with their husbands/partners and a further 1,418 (or 
68 percent) were also alone or with a child less than 36 months at the time of the survey. Lastly, 19 
women refused to be administered the direct response questions; thus the sample for analysis includes 
1399 women who were administered both the direct response and list questions.      

We analyze whether there is differential attrition across the four list randomization groups (A through 
D), which may bias the results .  In the sample assigned to receive the control list (group list D), 32% of 
respondents attrite from the list experiment for one of the reasons noted above (absence of 
cohabitation, failure to be alone at the point of the survey, or absence of consent).   The observed 
attrition rate is slightly higher in the list treatment groups and particularly in list group C, but the 
differences are not statistically significant.7  

3. Estimation/Methods  
Our primary objective in the empirical analysis is to estimate the prevalence of various forms of IPV 
using the list experiment and compare this prevalence to the corresponding prevalence identified using 
direct questions.  In addition, we analyze the difference in prevalence between the direct response and 
list experiment among various subsamples of interest. 
 
For the primary analysis of the list experiment, we regress the number of list items that the respondent 
concurs with on a binary variable for assignment to the list treatment arm, as well as woreda fixed 
effects given that randomization was stratified at the woreda level; standard errors are clustered at the 
kebele level.  The resulting coefficient and standard error (βLE) from the treatment indicator correspond 
to the estimated prevalence of IPV generated using the list experiment.  We report this estimate in 
conjunction with the estimated prevalence using a direct question (βDR) and the difference between the 
two; we also report the p-value corresponding to the test βDR = βLE .  To assess whether there is any 
systematic difference between the prevalence rates estimated using direct reports and the list 
experiments, we report the p-value corresponding to a chi squared test of the joint hypothesis that βDR = 
βLE across all nine items, as well as for each domain of violence constituted by three items (emotional 
violence, physical violence and sexual violence).  We then explore similar patterns in various subsamples 
of interest. 
 
The validity of prevalence estimates derived from list randomization depends on a set of assumptions 
that have been developed in previous literature (particularly Blair and Imai, 2013).  In particular, the 
required assumptions include no design effect (the inclusion of the sensitive item does not shift 
respondents’ reaction to the non-sensitive items) and no floor or ceiling effects (in which responses are 
uniformly negative or affirmative to the list items).   We report in Table A1 the frequency of responses 
for each numerical category for both control and treatment respondents for each list, noting that there 

 
7 The probability of attrition is regressed on the binary variables corresponding to list group assignment with list group D as the 
omitted group; standard errors are clustered at the kebele level.  The coefficient is 0.018 for list group A (p=0.533), 0.014 for list 
group B (p=0.669), and 0.050 for list group C (p=0.104).   
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is little evidence of ceiling and floor effects.  In addition, we conduct a formal test for the presence of 
design effects, and fail to reject the null hypothesis of no design effects for each of the three lists.8 
 

4. Results 
a. Summary statistics 

Table 1 reports summary statistics for the sample in each of the four list randomization arms 
(respondents randomized to list groups A, B, C, and control).  The final column of the table reports a 
balance test where the covariates of interest are regressed on binary variables for assignment to list 
groups A, B, and C, and we report the p-value on the test βListA  = βListB  = βListC .  This test corresponds to 
the null hypothesis for the joint test that all four subgroups (the control group, and list groups A, B, and 
C) are comparable on observable characteristics.  
 
On average, female respondents are around 31 years old, and approximately a quarter report some 
education; their spouses are around 39 years old, and 40% report some education.  10% of households 
are female-headed households, and the sample is overwhelmingly primarily engaged in crop cultivation. 
 
Reported rates of IPV are relatively low in this sample relative to nationwide prevalence rates in Ethiopia 
(e.g., derived from the Demographic and Health Survey): 11% of the sample reports past-year 
experience of emotional IPV, 8% reports past-year experience of physical IPV, and 4% reports past-year 
experience of sexual IPV.   In order to capture norms around violence against women, both female and 
male respondents are also posed a series of questions about whether IPV is justified under certain 
circumstances; 43% of women and 65% of men state that IPV is not justified under any of the 
enumerated circumstances.9 
 
In general, the evidence suggests the sample is balanced across the list randomization groups with 
respect to demographic characteristics.  However, the rate of physical IPV and thus physical and/or 
sexual IPV is significantly higher in list group A.   As reported in the final row, a joint test of balance 
across all covariates examined fails to reject the hypothesis that covariates are comparable across arms 
(p=.946). 

b. LIST method versus Direct Method 
i. Primary results 

The primary results analyzing the list experiment vis-à-vis the direct report questions are reported in 
Table 2.  As noted in Table 1, in general the rate of directly reported past-year experience of IPV is 
relatively low, ranging between 3% and 8%.   For estimated prevalence measured using the list 
experiment, we observe prevalence rates that are close to zero or, when positive, in the same range as 
the direct report estimates.  We cannot reject the hypothesis that βDR = βLE for any of the nine forms of 
IPV measured, suggesting that the list experiment is not differentially eliciting reports of IPV vis-à-vis the 
direct report questions. In addition, there is no meaningful difference in these results when estimated 

 
8 For list 1  as enumerated in Appendix 1, the p-value associated with this test is .364; for list 2 , the p-value is .626; for list 3 , 
the p-value is .518. 
9 The circumstances include if the wife goes out without telling her husband; if she neglects the children; if she argues with her 
husband; if she burns food; and if she refuses to have sex with her husband. 
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conditional on a set of basic demographic controls (the education level of the household head, the 
education level of the primary female, the age of both the primary male and the primary female, the 
number of children, region fixed effects, sex of the enumerator, and binary variables for treatment 
arm).10 
 
In addition, four of the prevalence rates estimated using the list experiment are negative, suggesting 
that on average, respondents who were presented with the “treatment” list including the sensitive, IPV-
related item concurred with fewer items than respondents who were presented with the “control” list 
including only the baseline items.  If we compare the estimated prevalence rates drawn from the list 
experiment for different types of violence, in general the prevalence rates for emotional IPV and 
physical IPV are positive for the less severe forms of violence and negative for the more severe forms 
(Threatened to hurt or harm you or someone you care about; twisted your arm or pulled your hair).  
Larger and more consistent negative point estimates are observed for sexual IPV.  This pattern suggests 
that the risk of negative prevalence rates is particularly high for more sensitive items such as severe 
emotional and physical IPV and sexual IPV. This is an unusual pattern in the list experiment data that is 
examined further in the next subsection. 
 

ii. Explaining fleeing behavior 
 
One hypothesis for the unusual pattern observed in responses to list experiments is that respondents 
are “fleeing” from the sensitive item in the treatment lists. The documentation of fleeing behavior (as 
observed in negative point estimates) is relatively novel in the literature.  Chuang et al. (2021) report in 
their analysis of a double list experiment in Cote d’Ivoire some evidence of negative point estimates 
generated from list experiments and argue that respondents are reluctant to provide truthful answers 
even for non-sensitive items, given a fear that researchers will infer information about their behavior 
linked to sensitive items. They also find that respondents are unwilling to report sensitive behavior even 
when anonymity is guaranteed through random response techniques and posit that this is due to self-
protective behavior, especially among respondents who behave according to the social norm.  
 
We further probe this fleeing hypothesis by investigating heterogeneity with respect to respondent, 
enumerator and list characteristics, in order to identify subsamples of respondents and situations in 
which fleeing behavior might be more pronounced. In particular, we examine subsamples in which IPV 
might be more stigmatized and respondents less likely to admit being victims, and where respondents 
trust less the anonymity of the list experiment; these include subsamples defined by age, education, 
self-efficacy, whether the respondent states that IPV is justified, and sex of the enumerator. We analyze 
these subsamples for the different types of violence and for the different set of lists. 
 
We summarize the heterogeneity analysis in Table 3.  For each subsample, we report the mean 
difference (βDR - βLE) for each form of violence (emotional, physical and sexual IPV) in conjunction with 
the p-value corresponding to the test of the hypothesis that the two estimates are equal for this form of 
violence.  We also report the analogous mean difference and p-value across all types of violence.   Note 
that a negative mean difference suggests that on average, more reports of IPV are elicited through the 

 
10 These results are reported in Appendix Table A2. 
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list experiment vis-à-vis direct reports, while a positive mean difference suggests more reports of IPV are 
elicited through direct reports (consistent with what we are describing as fleeing behavior).  The 
detailed results for each subsample are reported in Tables A3 through A7 in the Appendix. 
 
Table 3 reveals no evidence of fleeing behavior across subgroups that have some or no education or that 
concur or do not concur that IPV is justified. There is weak evidence of heterogeneity by age and by 
enumerator sex; fleeing behavior is concentrated among respondents who are younger than 30 and 
among respondents who are surveyed by a male enumerator, but the differences are not statistically 
significant. By contrast, when we examine the results for women with higher and lower reported self-
efficacy, we observe a meaningfully different pattern.  Within the sample of women characterized by 
low self-efficacy (below the median), we observe negative mean differences in IPV prevalence – i.e., 
these women are more likely to report IPV using the list experiment – and the difference is statistically 
significant for physical IPV (p=0.023).  Within the sample of women characterized by high self-efficacy 
(equal to or above the median), we observe positive mean differences in IPV prevalence – i.e., these 
women exhibit fleeing behavior – and the differences are statistically significant at the ten percent level 
for emotional IPV (p=0.091), physical IPV (p=0.068), and pooled IPV (p=0.062).    
 
In Table 4, we report a parallel analysis by the control list employed, rather than the type of IPV elicited.   
As noted above, two of the three control lists (list one and list two) included other sensitive items, while 
list three did not include any sensitive items.  Here, there is some evidence that fleeing behavior is most 
pronounced for list three; the difference between the direct report and list experiment prevalence 
estimates is significant when using this list for two subsamples, women who do not concur that IPV is 
justified (p=0.076) and women characterized by high self-efficacy (p=0.023). 
 
To sum up, we find that respondent and control list characteristics are meaningful determinants of 
fleeing behavior.  Respondents who are characterized by high self-efficacy show more fleeing behavior, 
and this is also more pronounced for control lists that do not include other sensitive items (in which case 
fleeing behavior is also observed for women who concur that violence is not justified).   One potential 
hypothesis is that women who are characterized by higher self-efficacy and decline to justify violence 
are particularly reluctant to be associated with a list including IPV and so exhibit fleeing behavior.  More 
specifically, women who seek to report non-experience of violence can simply report zero in a direct 
question (where zero constitutes a lower bound); when posed a list question, however, they can exhibit 
fleeing behavior and drive the estimated prevalence down below zero.   Appendix Table A5 reveals that 
for women with higher self-efficacy, questions where women exhibit fleeing behavior also report very 
low levels of violence, consistent with the hypothesis that responses among women who report no 
experience of IPV is driving the observed pattern.   Alternatively, these respondents may be less 
attentive to the list question.  
 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we document that a list experiment conducted in rural Ethiopia to measure the prevalence 
of emotional, physical and sexual IPV was not effective in eliciting higher reports of violence vis-à-vis 
direct questions administered to the same sample.   The estimated prevalence rates are not significantly 
different across the two methods, and in a number of cases the estimated prevalence constructed using 
the list method is in fact lower (or even negative).   We present suggestive evidence that this may reflect 
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“fleeing” behavior on the part of respondents, who seek to distance themselves from a list that includes 
items linked to IPV.  This seems to be particularly true for more severe/sensitive forms of violence 
(severe emotional and physical violence and sexual violence).  We further probe this fleeing hypothesis 
by investigating heterogeneity with respect to respondent, enumerator and list characteristics and find 
that respondents who are characterized by high self-efficacy show more fleeing behavior, and this is also 
more pronounced for control lists that do not include other sensitive items.  

Our results emphasize the importance of proceeding with caution when utilizing list experiments, 
particularly in samples where IPV is highly stigmatized or levels of trust are low. List experiments can 
easily fail for various reasons leading to prevalence rates that are extremely hard to interpret.   
Identifying other effective methods to measure sensitive health behaviors remains an important 
direction for future research. 
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Figure 1: Flow chart of sample of women randomized into LIST groups. 

 

 

Notes: This figure presents a summary of the sample for analysis of the list experiment by treatment arm.  The percentages 
calculate the percent of the realized sample reported in each cell. 
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Table 1: Summary statistics (mean or percentage) and balance 

  List A N List B N List C N List D (control) N p-value 
 Age of primary female 30.955 359 31.06 366 31.424 330 30.826 340 0.754 
 Primary female has some education 0.258 357 0.269 361 0.264 326 0.286 339 0.858 
 Age of primary male 39.155 349 39.209 358 39.183 323 38.827 329 0.946 
 Primary male has some education 0.416 346 0.398 357 0.425 322 0.473 328 0.189 
 Household size 6.259 359 6.092 369 6.311 331 6.232 340 0.464 
 Female-headed household 0.095 359 0.089 369 0.073 330 0.103 340 0.616 
 Household head's main activity is crop production 0.896 356 0.907 365 0.921 329 0.891 340 0.402 
 Experienced emotional violence in the past 13 months 0.125 359 0.089 369 0.121 331 0.115 340 0.291 
 Experienced physical violence in the past 13 months 0.109 359 0.051 369 0.076 331 0.068 340 0.028 
 Experienced sexual violence in the past 13 months 0.033 359 0.024 369 0.057 331 0.038 340 0.129 
 Experienced physical or sexual violence in the past 13 months 0.125 359 0.07 369 0.106 331 0.082 340 0.037 
 A husband is not justified in beating his wife in any of these situations 
(female response) 0.446 354 0.441 365 0.41 329 0.419 339 0.677 

 A husband is not justified in beating his wife in any of these situations 
(male response) 0.682 321 0.633 338 0.624 298 0.655 296 0.326 

           

P-value: Joint test         0.946 
Note:  P-value in the last column reports the results of an F-test of equality of means for Lists A, B, C and control. The final p-value is a test of joint significance across all 
characteristics. 
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Table 2: Analysis of list experiment 

  Direct report N List report N Difference p-value 
Emotional violence: Said something to humiliate you in front of others 0.041 1399 0.018 699 0.022 0.782 
  (0.005)  (0.081)    

Emotional violence: Threatened to hurt or harm you or someone you care about 0.02 1399 -0.037 698 0.057 (0.466) 
  (0.004)  (0.079)    

Emotional violence: Insulted you or made you feel bad about yourself 0.103 1399 0.045 698 0.057 (0.493) 
  (0.009)  (0.083)    

Physical violence: Pushed you, shook you, or thrown something at you 0.038 1399 0.067 709 -0.029 (0.725) 
  (0.005)  (0.082)    

Physical violence: Slapped you 0.054 1399 0.013 709 0.04 (0.613) 
  (0.007)  (0.080)    

Physical violence: Twisted your arm or pulled your hair 0.026 1399 -0.031 708 0.057 (0.493) 
  (0.005)  (0.069)    

Sexual violence: Physically forced you to have sexual intercourse 0.034 1399 0.008 670 0.026 (0.765) 
  (0.005)  (0.088)    

Sexual violence: Physically forced you to perform any other sexual acts 0.022 1397 -0.026 669 0.049 (0.563) 
  (0.004)  (0.085)    

Sexual violence: Forced you with threats/in another way to perform sexual acts 0.016 1398 -0.065 670 0.082 (0.283) 

  (0.004)  (0.077)    

        

Joint (chi-squared) test across all nine items      0.363 

Joint test: emotional violence items      0.427 

Joint test: Physical violence items      0.524 

Joint test: Sexual violence items      0.397 
Notes: The direct report column reports the prevalence estimate for the specified act of violence in the last 13 months derived from the direct report questions; the list 
experiment column reports the prevalence estimate for the specified act derived from an analysis of the list experiment question, in which the respondent’s answer is regressed 
on a binary variable for treatment list, conditional on woreda fixed effects and with standard errors clustered at the kebele level.  The final column reports the p-value for a test 
of equality across the direct report and list experiment estimates.  The final row reports a joint test of equality across the direct report and list experiment questions, pooling 
across all nine items. 
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Table 3: Analysis of list experiment by subsamples and type of violence 

 

 
 

Emotional violence Physical violence Sexual violence Pooled violence 

 
Obs. Average 

difference 
p-value 

(joint test) 
Average 

difference 
p-value 

(joint test) 
Average 

difference 
p-value 

(joint test) 
Average 

difference 
p-value 

(joint test) 

Age  
        

   Under 30 1501 0.063 0.474 0.076 0.416 0.146 0.112 0.095 0.197 

   30 or older 2534 0.038 0.643 -0.018 0.824 -0.01 0.899 0.003 0.956 

          
Education          
   Any education 982 0.063 0.568 0.079 0.482 -0.088 0.416 0.018 0.835 

   No education 2843 0.03 0.672 -0.009 0.901 0.11 0.147 0.044 0.448 

          
Self-efficacy          
  Higher self-efficacy 2365 0.134 0.091 0.147 0.068 0.07 0.367 0.117 0.062 

   Lower self-efficacy 1441 -0.128 0.243 -0.219 0.023 -0.028 0.796 -0.125 0.132 

          
Violence perceptions          
   Violence is never justified 1595 0.109 0.283 0.015 0.875 0.035 0.746 0.053 0.51 

   Violence is justified 2228 0.01 0.907 0.015 0.851 0.058 0.475 0.027 0.684 

          
 Sex of Enumerator           
   Female enumerator 2154 -0.003 0.972 0 0.996 -0.044 0.638 -0.016 0.83 

   Male enumerator 1098 0.07 0.38 0.015 0.862 0.076 0.373 0.054 0.425 
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Table 4: Analysis of list experiment by subsamples and control list type 

 

 
Control list 1 Control list 2 Control list 3 

 
Obs. Average 

difference 
p-value 

(joint test) 
Average 

difference 
p-value 

(joint test) 
Average 

difference 
p-value 

(joint test) 

Age  
      

   Under 30 1501 0.036 0.735 0.145 0.134 0.104 0.272 

   30 or older 2534 -0.01 0.899 -0.02 0.806 0.041 0.628 

        
Education        
   Any education 982 0.03 0.817 -0.03 0.808 0.054 0.643 

   No education 2843 -0.008 0.913 0.078 0.286 0.061 0.394 

        
Self-efficacy        
   Higher self-efficacy 2365 0.032 0.689 0.136 0.117 0.184 0.023 

   Lower self-efficacy 1441 -0.115 0.287 -0.12 0.261 -0.14 0.128 

        
Violence perceptions        
   Violence is never justified 1595 -0.011 0.919 -0.004 0.969 0.174 0.076 

   Violence is justified 2228 0.028 0.755 0.092 0.294 -0.038 0.631 

        
 Enumerator gender        
   Female enumerator 2154 -0.147 0.144 0.096 0.304 0.003 0.974 

   Male enumerator 1098 0.106 0.219 -0.005 0.954 0.061 0.431 
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Appendix 1: LIST questions 

Instructions for CAPI:  
o At the household level, randomly assign 50% of households  to receive the LIST module and 50% of households not 

to receive the LIST module  
o For the 50% of households that receive the LIST module, randomly assign them into 1 of 4 groups (A, B, C, D) 
o Mothers in Group A, B,C,D will receive the 3 lists below. But question 5 in each list will vary depending on what 

group the mother is in. So for example, a mother randomly assigned to Group A will receive LIST 1, LIST 2, and LIST 
3, and within each list she will receive question 5a. A mother randomly assigned to Group B will receive all three 
lists, and within each list she will receive question 5b, etc… 

(LIST 1) I5_11. Here is a list of five (CAPI replace with “four” if randomized to group D) things 
that some people have done or experienced, and some people have not. Please listen to them 
and then tell me HOW MANY of them you have done or experienced in the last 13 months. Do 
not tell me which you have experienced, just tell me how many total. Wait until I have read the 
entire list to respond. I will read the entire list 2 times. If you need me to read it again, please let 
me know. 

In the past 13 months: 

[CAPI, place 5a, 5b, or 5c in the third place] 

I5_11. RESPONSE 

 

________________ 

1 Have you taken care of a sick relative who is unable to care for themselves 
2 Have you heard of a girl who has been forced to marry a man against her will or wishes 
3 Has your husband traveled to the kebele/village center to buy goods or sell items produced by your household 
4 Have you and your husband/spouse attended the wedding celebration of a friend 
Randomly administer one of the following:  
5a Has your husband/spouse said or done something to humiliate you in front of others 
5b Has your husband/spouse pushed you, shook you, or thrown something at you? 
5c Has your husband/spouse physically forced you to have sexual intercourse with him when you did not want to 
5d BLANK 

 

(LIST 2) I5_12. Again, here is a list of five (CAPI replace with “four” if randomized to group D) 
things that some people have done or experienced, and some people have not. Please listen to 
them and then tell me HOW MANY of them you have done or experienced in the last 13 
months. Do not tell me which you have experienced, just tell me how many total. Wait until I 
have read the entire list to respond. I will read the entire list 2 times. If you need me to read it 
again, please let me know. 

In the past 13 months: 

[CAPI, place 5a, 5b, or 5c in the second place] 

I5_12. RESPONSE 

 

________________ 

1 Have you and your husband attended a funeral of a friend or family member 
2 Had a relative or close family friend’s daughter undergo genital circumcision 
3 Has your husband/spouse traveled to a market to buy livestock (small or large) 
4 Have you traveled outside your community to visit a friend 
Randomly administer one of the following:  
5a Has your husband/spouse threatened to hurt or harm you or someone you care about 
5b Has your husband/spouse slapped you? 
5c Has your husband/spouse physically forced you to perform any other sexual acts you did not want to? 
5d BLANK 

 

(LIST 3) I5_13 Again, here is a list of five (CAPI replace with “four” if randomized to group D) 
things that some people have done or experienced, and some people have not. Please listen to 
them and then tell me HOW MANY of them you have done or experienced in the last 13 

I5_13. RESPONSE 
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months. Do not tell me which you have experienced, just tell me how many total. Wait until I 
have read the entire list to respond. I will read the entire list 2 times. If you need me to read it 
again, please let me know. 

In the past 13 months: 

[CAPI, place 5a, 5b, or 5c in the fourth place] 

________________ 

1 Has your husband/spouse became too sick to work or attend to daily chores 
2 Have you used a mobile phone to make a call to a friend 
3 Have you traveled to a market to purchase clothes for yourself and/or child 
4 Have you and your husband/spouse had any money or items stolen from you 
Randomly administer one of the following  
5a Has your husband/spouse insulted you or made you feel bad about yourself? 
5b Has your husband/spouse twisted your arm or pulled your hair 
5c Has your husband/spouse force you with threats or in any other way to perform sexual acts you did not want to? 
5d BLANK 
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Appendix 2: Additional tables 

Table A1: Distribution of responses in the list randomization experiment 

List 1 
Control set (excluding 

IPV item) 
Treatment set 

(including IPV item) 

0 0.225 0.260 

1 0.339 0.272 

2 0.231 0.273 

3 0.164 0.143 

4 0.041 0.033 

5 0.000 0.019 

      

List 2 Control Treatment 

0 0.278 0.305 

1 0.330 0.297 

2 0.249 0.253 

3 0.108 0.111 

4 0.035 0.024 

5 0.000 0.009 

      

List 3 Control Treatment 

0 0.249 0.248 

1 0.330 0.364 

2 0.284 0.254 

3 0.120 0.107 

4 0.018 0.021 

5 0.000 0.007 
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Table A2: Analysis of list experiment conditional on demographic control variables 

  Direct report N List report N Difference p-value 
Emotional violence: Said something to humiliate you in front of others 0.041 1399 0.023 673 0.018 (0.827) 
  (0.005)  (0.083)    
Emotional violence: Threatened to hurt or harm you or someone you care 
about 0.02 1399 -0.015 672 0.035 (0.642) 
  (0.004)  (0.076)    
Emotional violence: Insulted you or made you feel bad about yourself 0.103 1399 0.041 672 0.062 (0.442) 
  (0.009)  (0.080)    
Physical violence: Pushed you, shook you, or thrown something at you 0.038 1399 0.055 678 -0.017 (0.830) 
  (0.005)  (0.081)    
Physical violence: Slapped you 0.054 1399 0.045 678 0.009 (0.911) 
  (0.007)  (0.081)    
Physical violence: Twisted your arm or pulled your hair 0.026 1399 -0.017 677 0.062 (0.442) 
  (0.005)  (0.069)    
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to have sexual intercourse 0.034 1399 0.012 644 0.021 (0.803) 
  (0.005)  (0.087)    
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to perform any other sexual acts 0.022 1397 -0.006 643 0.029 (0.735) 
  (0.004)  (0.086)    
Sexual violence: Forced you with threats/in another way to perform sexual 
acts 0.016 1398 -0.071 644 0.087 (0.251) 

  (0.004)  (0.077)    
       

Joint (chi-squared) test across all nine items      0.321 

Joint test: emotional violence items      0.414 

Joint test: Physical violence items      0.849 

Joint test: Sexual violence items      0.331 
Notes: The direct report column reports the prevalence estimate for the specified act of violence in the last 13 months derived from the direct report questions; the list 
experiment column reports the prevalence estimated for the specified act derived from an analysis of the list experiment question, in which the respondent’s answer is 
regressed on a binary variable for treatment list, conditional on a set of demographic control variables (the education level of the household head, the education level of the 
primary female, the age of both the primary male and the primary female, the number of children, region fixed effects, enumerator sex and binary variables for treatment arm) 
and with standard errors clustered at the kebele level.  The final column reports the p-value for a test of equality across the direct report and list experiment estimates. 
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Table A3: Subsamples of younger (below age 30) and older (above 30) women  

 Age < 30 Age ≥ 30 

  
Direct 
report 

List 
report Difference p-value Direct 

report 
List 

report Difference p-value 

Emotional violence: Said something to humiliate you  0.035 0.037 -0.003 (0.984) 0.045 0.023 0.021 (0.850) 
  (0.008) (0.134)   (0.007) (0.115)   
Emotional violence: Threatened to hurt or harm you  0.017 -0.117 0.135 (0.232) 0.022 0.041 -0.019 (0.863) 
  (0.005) (0.112)   (0.005) (0.111)   
Emotional violence: Insulted you or made you feel bad about yourself 0.099 0.112 -0.013 (0.919) 0.105 0.012 0.093 (0.409) 
  (0.013) (0.128)   (0.011) (0.111)   
Physical violence: Pushed you, shook you, or thrown something  0.035 -0.027 0.062 (0.643) 0.04 0.076 -0.036 (0.763) 
  (0.007) (0.133)   (0.007) (0.120)   
Physical violence: Slapped you 0.059 -0.066 0.126 (0.339) 0.05 0.065 -0.015 (0.895) 
  (0.010) (0.131)   (0.007) (0.113)   
Physical violence: Twisted your arm or pulled your hair 0.021 -0.029 0.05 (0.691) 0.029 -0.05 0.079 (0.443) 
  (0.006) (0.127)   (0.006) (0.102)   
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to have sexual intercourse 0.03 -0.043 0.072 (0.619) 0.036 0.027 0.009 (0.936) 
  (0.007) (0.146)   (0.007) (0.113)   
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to perform any other sexual act 0.021 -0.093 0.113 (0.389) 0.023 0.057 -0.034 (0.742) 
  (0.006) (0.133)   (0.006) (0.102)   
Sexual violence: Forced you with threats/in another way to perform sexual acts 0.019 -0.178 0.197 (0.094) 0.015 0.018 -0.004 (0.971) 

  (0.006) (0.119)   (0.004) (0.099)   
Notes: The direct report column reports the prevalence estimate derived from the direct report questions of violence in the last 13 months; the list experiment column reports the prevalence 
estimate derived from an analysis of the list experiment question, in which the respondent’s answer is regressed on a binary variable for treatment list, conditional on woreda fixed effects and with 
standard errors clustered at the kebele level.  The final column reports the p-value for a test of equality across the direct report and list experiment estimates.   
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Table A4: Subsamples of women who do and do not report any education 

 No education Some education 

  
Direct 
report 

List 
report Difference p-value Direct 

report 
List 

report Difference p-value 

Emotional violence: Said something to humiliate you  0.046 0.071 -0.025 (0.769) 0.024 -0.068 0.093 (0.586) 
  (0.007) (0.086)   (0.008) (0.175)   
Emotional violence: Threatened to hurt or harm you  0.023 -0.014 0.037 (0.694) 0.013 -0.107 0.121 (0.422) 
  (0.005) (0.094)   (0.006) (0.155)   
Emotional violence: Insulted you or made you feel bad about yourself 0.112 0.034 0.078 (0.403) 0.083 0.107 -0.024 (0.882) 
  (0.010) (0.092)   (0.014) (0.164)   
Physical violence: Pushed you, shook you, or thrown something  0.039 0.136 -0.098 (0.313) 0.035 -0.096 0.131 (0.390) 
  (0.006) (0.098)   (0.010) (0.156)   
Physical violence: Slapped you 0.05 0.011 0.04 (0.651) 0.062 0.047 0.015 (0.924) 
  (0.007) (0.088)   (0.013) (0.159)   
Physical violence: Twisted your arm or pulled your hair 0.026 -0.007 0.032 (0.691) 0.024 -0.066 0.09 (0.545) 
  (0.005) (0.082)   (0.008) (0.154)   
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to have sexual intercourse 0.041 -0.057 0.098 (0.324) 0.016 0.151 -0.135 (0.406) 
  (0.006) (0.101)   (0.007) (0.170)   
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to perform any other sexual act 0.027 -0.131 0.158 (0.084) 0.011 0.235 -0.225 (0.138) 
  (0.005) (0.092)   (0.005) (0.158)   
Sexual violence: Forced you with threats/in another way to perform sexual acts 0.02 -0.054 0.074 (0.420) 0.008 -0.087 0.095 (0.469) 

  (0.004) (0.092)   (0.005) (0.137)   
Notes: The direct report column reports the prevalence estimate derived from the direct report questions of violence in the last 13 months; the list experiment column reports the prevalence 
estimate derived from an analysis of the list experiment question, in which the respondent’s answer is regressed on a binary variable for treatment list, conditional on woreda fixed effects and with 
standard errors clustered at the kebele level.  The final column reports the p-value for a test of equality across the direct report and list experiment estimates.   
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Table A5: Subsamples of women characterized by relatively lower and higher self-efficacy 

 Lower self-efficacy Higher self-efficacy 

  
Direct 
report 

List 
report Difference p-value Direct 

report 
List 

report Difference p-value 

Emotional violence: Said something to humiliate you  0.063 0.153 -0.09 (0.510) 0.028 -0.037 0.065 (0.508) 
  (0.011) (0.141)   (0.006) (0.100)   
Emotional violence: Threatened to hurt or harm you  0.028 0.177 -0.15 (0.292) 0.016 -0.138 0.153 (0.122) 
  (0.007) (0.146)   (0.004) (0.100)   
Emotional violence: Insulted you or made you feel bad about yourself 0.117 0.261 -0.144 (0.269) 0.095 -0.059 0.154 (0.159) 
  (0.014) (0.133)   (0.010) (0.110)   
Physical violence: Pushed you, shook you, or thrown something  0.043 0.301 -0.258 (0.046) 0.035 -0.038 0.072 (0.477) 
  (0.009) (0.133)   (0.006) (0.104)   
Physical violence: Slapped you 0.063 0.24 -0.177 (0.156) 0.048 -0.086 0.134 (0.214) 
  (0.011) (0.128)   (0.007) (0.109)   
Physical violence: Twisted your arm or pulled your hair 0.03 0.251 -0.222 (0.042) 0.024 -0.203 0.227 (0.011) 
  (0.008) (0.112)   (0.005) (0.091)   
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to have sexual intercourse 0.045 0.044 0.001 (0.993) 0.027 0.023 0.003 (0.973) 
  (0.009) (0.144)   (0.005) (0.104)   
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to perform any other sexual act 0.032 0.064 -0.033 (0.806) 0.017 -0.076 0.093 (0.379) 
  (0.008) (0.136)   (0.004) (0.107)   
Sexual violence: Forced you with threats/in another way to perform sexual acts 0.024 0.077 -0.053 (0.647) 0.012 -0.157 0.17 (0.063) 

  (0.007) (0.119)   (0.004) (0.092)   
Notes: The direct report column reports the prevalence estimate derived from the direct report questions of violence in the last 13 months; the list experiment column reports the prevalence 
estimate derived from an analysis of the list experiment question, in which the respondent’s answer is regressed on a binary variable for treatment list, conditional on woreda fixed effects and with 
standard errors clustered at the kebele level.  The final column reports the p-value for a test of equality across the direct report and list experiment estimates.  Lower self-efficacy indicates 
respondents who are below the median response while higher self-efficacy indicates respondents who are at or above the median response. 
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Table A6: Subsample of respondents who do and do not concur with justifications for IPV 

 Panel A: IPV is unjustified sample Panel B: IPV is justified sample 

  
Direct 
report 

List 
report Difference p-value Direct 

report 
List 

report Difference p-value 

Emotional violence: Said something to humiliate you  0.03 -0.045 0.076 (0.555) 0.049 0.031 0.019 (0.857) 

  (0.007) (0.131)   (0.008) (0.106)   
Emotional violence: Threatened to hurt or harm you or others 0.015 -0.021 0.036 (0.780) 0.024 -0.064 0.088 (0.403) 

  (0.005) (0.133)   (0.005) (0.106)   

Emotional violence: Insulted you or made you feel bad about yourself 0.074 -0.142 0.216 (0.097) 0.124 0.201 -0.077 (0.483) 

  (0.011) (0.134)   (0.012) (0.109)   

Physical violence: Pushed you, shook you, or thrown something  0.029 0.103 -0.074 (0.557) 0.046 0.053 -0.008 (0.943) 

  (0.007) (0.128)   (0.007) (0.109)   
Physical violence: Slapped you 0.047 0.063 -0.016 (0.895) 0.059 -0.025 0.084 (0.417) 

  (0.009) (0.124)   (0.008) (0.105)   

Physical violence: Twisted your arm or pulled your hair 0.02 -0.114 0.134 (0.212) 0.03 0.062 -0.032 (0.724) 

  (0.006) (0.110)   (0.006) (0.090)   

Sexual violence: Physically forced you to have sexual intercourse 0.027 0.06 -0.033 (0.810) 0.039 -0.033 0.073 (0.516) 

  (0.007) (0.143)   (0.007) (0.115)   
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to perform any other sexual act 0.013 0.046 -0.032 (0.809) 0.029 -0.075 0.104 (0.327) 

  (0.005) (0.137)   (0.006) (0.109)   

Sexual violence: Forced you with threats/in another way to perform sexual acts 0.013 -0.158 0.172 (0.155) 0.019 0.023 -0.004 (0.970) 

  (0.005) (0.123)   (0.005) (0.098)   
Notes: The direct report column reports the prevalence estimate derived from the direct report questions of violence in the last 13 months; the list experiment column reports the prevalence 
estimate derived from an analysis of the list experiment question, in which the respondent’s answer is regressed on a binary variable for treatment list, conditional on woreda fixed effects and with 
standard errors clustered at the kebele level.  The final column reports the p-value for a test of equality across the direct report and list experiment estimates.   
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Table A7: Subsample of respondents surveyed by male and female enumerators 

 Male enumerator sample Female enumerator sample 

  
Direct 
report 

List 
report Difference p-value Direct 

report 
List 

report Difference p-value 

Emotional violence: Said something to humiliate you  0.035 -0.098 0.132 (0.210) 0.047 0.158 -0.111 (0.328) 
  (0.007) (0.106)   (0.008) (0.121)   
Emotional violence: Threatened to hurt or harm you  0.018 -0.043 0.061 (0.570) 0.022 -0.079 0.101 (0.375) 
  (0.005) (0.110)   (0.006) (0.115)   
Emotional violence: Insulted you or made you feel bad about yourself 0.083 0.066 0.017 (0.865) 0.124 0.123 0.001 (0.994) 
  (0.010) (0.104)   (0.014) (0.122)   
Physical violence: Pushed you, shook you, or thrown something  0.04 0.015 0.025 (0.823) 0.035 0.16 -0.124 (0.321) 
  (0.007) (0.112)   (0.007) (0.128)   
Physical violence: Slapped you 0.044 0.098 -0.053 (0.642) 0.064 -0.051 0.114 (0.320) 
  (0.008) (0.117)   (0.010) (0.117)   
Physical violence: Twisted your arm or pulled your hair 0.024 -0.05 0.074 (0.451) 0.028 0.019 0.009 (0.933) 
  (0.006) (0.099)   (0.007) (0.110)   
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to have sexual intercourse 0.019 -0.141 0.16 (0.118) 0.049 0.253 -0.205 (0.104) 
  (0.005) (0.105)   (0.008) (0.131)   
Sexual violence: Physically forced you to perform any other sexual act 0.014 0.038 -0.024 (0.845) 0.031 -0.043 0.074 (0.515) 
  (0.004) (0.125)   (0.006) (0.116)   
Sexual violence: Forced you with threats/in another way to perform sexual acts 0.007 -0.084 0.091 (0.331) 0.027 0.027 0 (0.997) 

  (0.003) (0.096)   (0.007) (0.121)   
Notes: Panel A reports analysis for respondents surveyed by a male enumerator; Panel B reports analysis for respondents surveyed by a female enumerator. The direct report column reports the 
prevalence estimate derived from the direct report questions of violence in the last 13 months; the list experiment column reports the prevalence estimate derived from an analysis of the list 
experiment question, in which the respondent’s answer is regressed on a binary variable for treatment list, conditional on woreda fixed effects and with standard errors clustered at the kebele level.  
The final column reports the p-value for a test of equality across the direct report and list experiment estimates.   
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